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This handbook is a summary of the various policies, benefits 
and services available and applicable to the employees of 
Northwest. It also summarizes the general conditions of 
employment to use as a reference guide only. This handbook 
supersedes, in all aspects, any prior handbook information.
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Dear Colleague,
 
Welcome to Northwest Bilingual School, we wish you all success during your association with us. 

You have joined a progressive school that is well respected for its ethics as an employer and also 
for its distinguished contribution in the field of private education within the state of Kuwait.

We invest a very significant portion of our productive life within a work place and that's why we 
ensure to be an employer responsible to provide the best professional environment, work- life 
balance and most importantly a place with great career prospects. 

It is our sincere desire that your career is fulfilling and that you take advantage of the benefits and 
opportunities that come along working at Northwest.

We look forward to a long-term association with you.

 

Sincerely, 
Northwest Administration

WELCOME ABOARD!
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Northwest Bilingual School is a private, college-preparatory school that instills a passion for 
learning, builds character and inspires civic and social responsibility. Incorporating a rigorous, 
U.S. curriculum and advanced technology, Northwest Bilingual School empowers students to 
become contributing leaders of tomorrow. Northwest will maintain its lead in being the highest 
quality, comprehensive school in the region priding itself in incorporating within its curriculum an 
understanding of and respect for Arabic language and Islamic values within our global society.

Quality Teaching, Exceptional Learning; Excellence in Learning; Focused on Quality, Founded 
in Integrity;

Today’s Students, Tomorrows Leaders; Quality and Excellence in Education

VISION & MISSION
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We believe in a safe, supportive learning community in which challenges are met with respect, 
compassion and enthusiasm to foster achievement of potential and expand personal and collective 
excellence. Northwest Bilingual School students acquire an academic foundation of required skills, 
knowledge and achievement that leads them to:

•    Be lifelong learners with global perspectives
•    Possess bilingual skills within the English, Arabic (and another?) languages
•    Be aware and reflective of their varied intellectual strengths.
•    Demonstrating confidence, motivation, and self‐discipline.
•    Be inquisitive, demonstrating critical and analytical thinking.
•    Demonstrate multicultural sensitivity and respect for differences.
•    Be “fit for life” demonstrating physical, emotional, and social well‐being.
•    Demonstrate respect for our natural world and conservation of our global resources.
•    Be innovative producers and informed consumers
•    Adapt to emerging technologies, ethically applying them to new and future settings.
•    Demonstrate responsibility and sound judgment, making informed choices for personal balance 
      and community improvement.
•     Listen, lead, and work collaboratively to solve problems locally and globally.

CORE BELIEFS AND PROFILE OF A GRADUATE



The HR Department is pleased to provide the information outlined in this Staff Handbook. This handbook 
provides information on employment services, benefits, compensation, leaves, attendance, and general 
rules/regulations of the school. The content listed herein supersedes all previous handbooks, pamphlets, 
manuals, and statements, or other representations (written or oral) regarding the terms, conditions and 
nature of a person’s employment with the school. 

The school management reserves the right to change or modify this handbook, its policies, and 
procedures at any time and without notice. Every effort will be made to keep the staff informed through 
suitable lines of communication about such changes. This book is not a binding contract between Northwest 
and its employees, nor is it intended to alter the agreed employment relationship between Northwest and its 
employees.

This handbook summarizes important information that employees need to know as they start their job, 
however it cannot include or anticipate every issue, question, or concern that may arise; therefore, 
employees are encouraged to discuss with the department Principals, Vice-Principals, Superintendent, 
and the HR Department their personal concerns related to their employment at Northwest. 

All employees have the responsibility to familiarize themselves with and abide by the complete policies 
and procedures of the school and understand the contents of this handbook to carry out their assigned 
responsibilities with conscientious concern and professional behavior. 

Sincerely,

HR Department 
Northwest Bilingual School
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5    PRIMARY GOALS AND STANDARD PRACTICE OF EDUCATORS AT NORTHWEST

6    OUR APPROACH TO STUDENTS

4.2    The HR Team and their respective responsibilities:

The HR Team and their respective responsibilities

Juanita Ward: Manager Human Resources 
 

− Oversees the overall Strategic and Operation 
function of the human resources department, 
which covers Budgeting, Recruitment & 
Manpower Planning, Performance 
Management, Employee Relations and 
Compensation & Benefits. 
 

Sherine Joseph – HR Specialist 
 

− Handles the Recruitment, Employee  
Relations and On-boarding and is actively 
involved in manpower planning.   
Consistently involved in other operational 
issues within the HR Department.  

Mohammed Farid –  
Payroll & Government Relations Officer 
 

− Supervisors all Government relations 
concerns and issues for existing and new 
employees.  Handles the  overall 
compensation and bene�its function. 

Mohammed Ayman – Company Representative 
 
− Supports the HR Department with matters 

directly related to Government Relations.  
Also supports the Operations Department if 
and when required. 

 

Northwest educators aim at providing a broad and balanced program that prepares our students 
for each new stage of their education. Teachers ensure that the program is appropriate and relevant 
for each student and provide a safe, stimulating and friendly learning environment. They conduct 
ongoing assessment and evaluation of students’ progress. They amend and improve teaching 
practices through continuous research and contemplation.

Northwest educators and administration staff committed to provide support to our students for 
each new stage of their education and recognize to enhance the unique talents in each student. 
Staff encourages students to practice Islamic values, develop a character with honesty and 
responsible behaviors and help to maintain excellent social behaviors through self-discipline, 
supportive relationships and an appreciation of the need for respect and responsibility.

7    PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Northwest educators and all other staff believe in continuous learning and development of their 
professional skills and always engage in a range of professional growth programs and activities 
supporting the school in maintaining its standards of excellence in the field of education.

7
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8    RESPONSIBILITIES OF NORTHWEST EDUCATORS

9    NORTHWEST CAMPUS AND FACILITIES

RESPONSIBILITIES OF NORTHWEST EDUCATORS

•     Provide an environment where students feel safe and comfortable. 
•    Communicate expectations to students and parents. 
•     Keep accurate records of students’ attendance. 
•     Plan structured activities modeling appropriate teaching strategies and techniques that meet 
       the learning needs of the students. 
•     Show respect for students and reinforce students’ appropriate behavior. 
•     Communicate regularly with parents. 
•     Create a learning environment to that helps students behave and use their time properly. 
•     Help children understand that continued misbehavior disrupts the educational process. 
•     Establish an atmosphere of open communication for students to seek help from staff. 
•     Involve parents in their children’s learning and educational achievements. 
•     Identify and report behavioral problems to parents and counselors according to established  
       guidelines. 
•     Keep classrooms neat and tidy. 
•     Encourage students to participate in good health habits and physical fitness. 
•     Seek all relevant information regarding student’’ background of academic level and health. 
•     Take appropriate disciplinary actions in the event any policies / school rules are not followed. 
•     Contact parents when problems arise other than those considered minor or routine.

•      A distinctive bilingual school with high standards and beautifully designed campus. 
•     Large classrooms equipped with computers, smart boards and projectors. 
•     Spacious libraries with well-qualified full-time librarian. 
•     Computer / ICT labs with individual workstations. 
•     Science laboratories with high-quality fittings and equipment.
•     Art studios.
•     KG activity room. 
•     Indoors play area. 
•     Outdoor playgrounds for all levels.ent.
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9    NORTHWEST CAMPUS AND FACILITIES  (Continued)

10   OUR TEAM

NORTHWEST CAMPUS AND FACILITIES

•      A media room for educational movies and presentations. 
•     A soccer field, basketball court, and track. 
•     Multipurpose Hall.
•     Prayer rooms.
•     Cafeterias providing a range of healthy food choices.
•     Two medical care clinics staffed with qualified nurses.
•     Uniform shop. 
•     Spacious staff room.
•     Spacious and welcoming reception areas.
•     Wi-Fi enabled campus for all internal members and visitors.  
•     Multipurpose Hall.
•     Wi-Fi enabled campus for all internal members and visitors.
•     Canteen and the HUB (MHS Cafeteria)

We are a multicultural and diverse team of well qualified and trained educators who believe in 
preparing and leading our students into their future. Our teams consist of highly qualified leaders 
with very strong educational background and training from internationally recognized universities 
and colleges.

11   OUR BELIEFS
The school program is founded on the requirements of the modern world providing a supportive 
and safe learning environment, encouraging students to become enthusiastic lifelong learners. 
We encourage diverse learning styles, teaching strategies to enable students to communicate 
effectively in English and Arabic, solve problems competently, and think creatively. We empower 
our students to reach their full potential.
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12    OUR CURRICULUM 

OUR CURRICULUM 

Northwest’s curriculum is aligned with the Virginia State Standards of Learning and uses 
Harcourt, Holt, & Pearson Publishing for its educational materials. This program primarily focuses 
on learning and developmental needs of students and textbook selections vary for this purpose. 
The program is subject to ongoing scrutiny to ensure that what is taught directly complements the 
learning needs and overall personality development of the students. A variety of educational 
resources are used and not limited to any one particular source of publication (i.e. electronic, 
print, visual media). The core subjects include Language Arts, Math, Science, and Social Studies, 
which are taught in English. The school also offers Arabic language, Islam, and Kuwait MOE 
Social Studies that are taught in Arabic.

13   OUR STANDARDS

Northwest Curriculum Coordinators work closely with the faculty to implement and adapt Virginia 
State Standards of Learning to meet the educational needs of the school’s student population. 
The written curriculum outlines the purpose of the curriculum standards; provide a consistent and 
clear understanding of what students are expected to learn, so teachers and parents know what 
they need to do to help them. The standards are robust and relevant to the real world, reflecting 
the knowledge and skills that our young students need for success in college and their careers.

14   OUR GRADE LEVELS

•     Kindergarten Department- Pre KG - KG2
•     Elementary Department - GR1- GR5
•     Middle School: GR6 - GR8 
•     High School: GR9 – GR12
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15   ORIENTATION AND INDUCTION

ORIENTATION AND INDUCTION 

Engagement Formalities:

The school follows engagement process for all new employees as mentioned below.
All staff hired locally and overseas are required to report to the HR Manager on the first day of 
joining and shall complete required formalities as directed. Staff is required to submit all requested 
documents to the HR Department.

15.1   Support & Assistance
The HR and Operations Department will provide the following support to the new recruits:
•     Provide School Orientation Schedule as planned by department Principals and Orientation  
      Committee and introduce them to the designated Department and Supervisor for necessary 
      orientation program.
•     Share information regarding school infrastructure and available support services.
•     Business card: Operation Dept. arranges to issue business cards for school administrators, 
       principals, VPs and other managerial staff.

The school administration has an established orientation program to familiarize employees with 
the school and provide important information related to working at Northwest. All employees are 
required to attend orientation during the first week of their employment as per the schedule 
established by the New Hire Orientation Committee.

15.2   Orientation Program
The orientation program shall include sessions on following information: 
1.     HR Policies and Procedures
2.     IT Policies and Procedures
3.     Operations Policies and Procedures
4.     Introduction to Mentoring Program 
5.     Classroom Management
6.     Kuwait Culture 
7.     Department Orientation / Presentation

The Human Resources Department, in coordination with academic administrators, undertakes 
the responsibility of selecting and recruiting staff for the school and provides all necessary 
support to the prospective employees to be formally appointed with the school.
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16    PROFESSIONAL LICENSING AND RESIDENCY FORMALITIES

PROFESSIONAL LICENSING AND RESIDENCY FORMALITIES

Residency:   This is the term used in Kuwait for what is basically a work permit stamped into your  
                      passport.  Once you have residency, you are entitled to use various facilities avail
                      able in the country, including medical, banking, and driving license and to be able 
                  to travel in and out of Kuwait as often as you wish.

Civil ID:          All residents of Kuwait must carry the Civil I.D. at all times. This is obtained by the 
  school for all new staff members.  It is used for identity purposes at banks, govern
  ment offices and for registration of cars, etc.  A Civil ID is necessary to obtain a 
  driving license in Kuwait.

16.1   Documentation Required for family member’s residency:
In order for a child to be placed on their father’s or mother’s residency the marriage certificate and 
birth certificates must be legalized by the foreign office of the country of issue. This must be done 
before coming to Kuwait.

Mother who is traveling to Kuwait with children also needs to have a letter of permission from the 
child’s father. This letter must give permission for the child to be with the mother. The letter must 
then be countersigned and stamped by a notary.

Staff may apply for dependent child/spouse visa only after obtaining their own residency 
and Civil ID.      

16.2   Professional licensing and Residency for Overseas Staff:
•     The HR Department initiates the process of professional licensing for all overseas staff in 
     order to obtain Kuwait residency and Civil ID. 
•    The cost incurred on these formalities is borne by the school. 
•    Professional license is mandatory for all staff working for private school in Kuwait to get 
      school-sponsored residency and the Ministry of Education is the licensing authority (MOE). 
•    For the candidates recruited from abroad licensing procedure will commence within the first 
     week of their arrival provided all relevant documents have been made available to HR Dept. 
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16.2   Professional licensing and Residency for Overseas Staff ( Continued)

16.3   Professional licensing and Residency Procedure for staff recruited locally 
          on an Overseas/Local contract 

•    Procedure of obtaining national Civil ID and Kuwait residency is initiated after the completion 
     of licensing requirements. 
•   Staff must note that fingerprints and medical tests such as a chest X-ray and blood test 
     done in their home country are repeated in Kuwait and only if they clear all tests, residency 
     can be obtained. 
•    Failure to obtain a residency will result in the employee being repatriated to his / her home 
     country.
•    Staff is advised not to travel out of Kuwait until residency and Civil I.D. (at least two months) 
      is issued as this will result in automatic cancellation of the NOC/ Work Visa. For any emergency 
     reasons if the new staff travels out of Kuwait without completion of residency formalities, the 
     cost of travel and reissuance of visa will be borne by the concerned employee.

•    The HR Department initiates the process of transferring professional license (if applicable) and
     residency issued by previous employer/sponsor for all staff. 
•    The process requires at least two to three months’ time so the joining staff must ensure that 
     validity of their current Civil ID/ Residency (issued by the last employer / any other sponsor), 
     is maintained till Northwest completes the process.
•    In an event, the school has not completed the transfer process and previous residency of an 
      employee has expired, the school will not be responsible to pay fine on behalf of the employee 
     for overstay in Kuwait.
•     All locally recruited staff must provide a release letter / No Objection Certificate from last 
     employer/ sponsor to initiate the transfer process and to be eligible for employment.
•    Failure to obtain such letter/ certificate will result in termination of employment contract without 
     any financial liability on the school. 
•    Failure to obtain a residency for any reason will result in the employee being terminated. This 
     decision however is subject to management approval.

PROFESSIONAL LICENSING AND RESIDENCY FORMALITIES
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17    Terms of Employment
17.1  Probation

All new academic staff is on probation for up to 60 working days of his/her initial employment, as 
specified in the employment contract.

All new admin staff are on probation for up to 100 working days from the date of joining or 
otherwise specified in the employment contract.

During this period, either party reserves the right to terminate employment without notice. 
The company shall however cancel the residency and direct the overseas staff who resigns 
during probation period or during first year of their employment to exit the country and 
cancel the residency.

During this period, the concerned departmental head/principal shall provide the employee with all 
the necessary support, and assess his/her performance and provide the employee with regular 
feedback.

An employee is confirmed automatically in service, if the Human Resources Department has not 
advised him/her to the contrary after the completion of agreed probation period.

17.2  Termination of contract during probation period for overseas staff

1) If the contract is terminated by staff (resignation), the following regulations will apply:
a.      No entitlement to leave pay.
b.      No entitlement to Indemnity. 
c.      Cost of flight deducted from the final settlement and employee is provided with 
        repatriation flight.
d.      All expenses incurred on appointment of the employee as per the contract and other dues/ 
         advances/loan already paid to the employee is deducted from final settlement.

2) If the contract is terminated by management (termination) following regulations will apply:
a.      No entitlement to leave payment.
b.      Indemnity payable for the period the employee has worked.
c.      Teacher on overseas contract will be provided with repatriation flight.
d.      Full baggage allowance is payable as per the school policy.
e.      Salary will be paid up to last working day.

Terms of Employment
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17    Terms of Employment ( Continued)
17.3  Duration of Employment

All academic and non-academic employees have a definite / indefinite period of employment as 
specified in the agreed employment contract.

17.4  Monthly Salary

1) If the contract is terminated by staff (resignation), the following regulations will apply:
Salaries of permanent staff are paid on a monthly basis on the last working day of each month by 
bank transfer to a local bank. Final details of employees’ salaries are shared by HR Department 
with Finance Department of the company by the 23rd of each month and the salaries are paid by 
the last working day of each month.
•     All salaries are tax-free.
•     Payment of salary shall take effect from the actual date employee commences work that may 
       be earlier than 1st September. All staff starting work to attend orientation / training are paid from 
       the first day at school, however such dates must be only advised by HR Department representative. 
•     Salary for summer vacations i.e. for the month of June and July are paid on the last day of 
      school as per the school calendar and salary for the month of August is paid by end of August     
      each year.
•     All non-returning staff members requiring cancellation of residency are paid summer salaries 
       for the months of June, July, and August in full along with end of service settlement as applicable.
•     All non-returning staff members requiring transfer of residency to another local employer are 
      paid summer salaries for the month of June, July only and the August salary is paid at end of 
      the month. The end of service settlement for such staff is made after the transfer is done.
•     Any absences like unpaid leave or late commencement of work (after 1st September) will 
      reduce the total number of working days, thereby earning a proportionate deduction in the 
       summer payment and indemnity. The approved medical leaves are considered for calculation 
      of indemnity and summer salary payment.
•      Any reimbursements or cash payment of any kind are paid through school cashier on the last 
      day of the month only. If the last day of a month falls on public holiday/weekend, such 
      payments are made on the subsequent working day.

Terms of Employment
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17    Terms of Employment ( Continued)
17.5  Mode of Salary Payment

Bank Transfers: All employees are required to open a bank account as soon as their residence 
formalities are completed and inform about their new account numbers IBAN number to HR and 
Finance Departments. New staff should inform the HR Department of their bank account number 
using appropriate form available with department.

Company Bank: The banks used by the company is Commercial Bank of Kuwait. Staff are 
required to have an account with CBK after joining the school.

17.6  Salary Statement/Certificates

Employees can obtain from the HR Department a salary certificate by filling up a Salary Certificate 
Request /Form available with the school Operations Department and may expect to receive it 
within seven working days. The purpose of request must be clearly stated in the form. 

HR Department also issues a pay-slip every month for all employees during the first week of 
every month. 

Pay-slips must be collected by the employees themselves, in person from the school cashier.

17.7  Confidentiality of Salary Information

Employee must observe utmost confidentiality and secrecy of salary received during the 
employment tenure.

17.8  Benefits and Allowances

For the purpose of employment and benefits eligibility, employees have been divided 
in two categories: 
•     Category A: Overseas Hired Academic Staff 
•     Category B: Locally Hired Academic Staff

Terms of Employment
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17    Terms of Employment ( Continued)
17.8.1  Overseas Staff Contracts and Benefits

Air Passage Allowance
a.     Overseas recruited staff are entitled to round trip economy class air passage allowance/ 
         ticket from home of record as per the agreed contract.
b.      Employee must possess a valid passport (at least for 2 years) of the home of record to get 
         this benefit.
c.      Air passage entitlement cannot be accumulated and is paid to the employee in two equal 
         halves with September and June Salary.
d.       Air ticket shall be of economy class as specified in the contract of employment. The employee 
         shall pay for the difference in case of upgrades to a class / change in date/time above the 
         specified entitlement.
e.      In the event of employees travelling to/ from a different destination other than their home of 
          record specified in the contract; the difference in fare would be settled out of monthly salary 
         or will be paid by the employee at the time of booking.
f.        Under following circumstances employer may forfeit the right to claim an air ticket allowance:
−       Employees who resign during probation / earlier than the agreed period of service.
−       Employees who are terminated by employer for cause under Article 41 of the Kuwait Labor 
         Law in the Private Sector, or any charges against employee arising from acts of felony, 
         misdemeanors.

Excess Baggage Allowance
Effective from the Academic Year 2016-2017, following rules are applicable with regards to 
Excess Baggage Allowance.
a.      All new overseas employees are eligible for Excess Baggage Allowance of KD 35 which is 
         paid with September salary.
b.      Employees completing 5 yrs. and above are paid KD 100 as an excess baggage allowance 
         to support their transition and this is paid with their full and final settlement. 
c.      Employees completing 7 yrs. and above are paid KD 150 as an excess baggage allowance 
         to support their transition and this is paid with their full and final settlement. 
Overseas employees who choose to transfer their residency to another sponsor in Kuwait, will not 
be eligible for excess baggage allowance with their full and final settlement.

Terms of Employment
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17    Terms of Employment ( Continued)
17.8.1  Overseas Staff Contracts and Benefits ( Continued)

Reimbursement of Immigration Related Expenses
The reimbursement of expenses incurred by overseas recruits to complete immigration 
formalities (NOC/Work Visa) requirements and authentication of documents in the country of 
residence/origin (as applicable) is made the school upon joining. School cashier can receive 
the following charges/fees, up to a maximum of KD 200, on the day of joining.

a.     Medical check-up as required by the Kuwaiti Embassy. Includes; lab-x-ray, consultation 
        fees for 1 doctor visit (if applicable)
b.     Legalization expenses of educational certificates
c.     Visa stamping fees charged by local Kuwait embassy 
d.     Expenses incurred to obtain Police Clearance Certificate
Employees are not eligible for reimbursement of expenses incurred on following items in the 
course of completing immigration formalities and authentication of educational certificates:
a.     Travel 
b.     Accommodation 
c.     Subsistence/food 
d.     Family immigration/ residency 
e.     Courier (channel)charges

Staff Accommodation
Staff recruited on an overseas contract is eligible for Company Furnished Accommodation 
(CFA) as per the table given below:

Staff opting for accommodation is eligible for Housing Allowance as per the Company Policy. 

Terms of Employment

Status Accommodation Type Cost on Employee 
Married teacher / any other academic staff    
relocating with spouse and legitimate dependent 
child/children requiring CFA. 

2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment   50%  

Married couple belonging to category A both  
employed with the school 

2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment   Not applicable 

Teacher / any other academic staff  One Bedroom Furnished Apartment.  Not applicable  

Superintendent, Principal, Vice Principal  
 

2 Bedroom Furnished Apartment. Not applicable 
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17.8.1  Overseas Staff Contracts and Benefits ( Continued)
Applicable Conditions: 

a.     Housing allowance/ CFA is provided as per contract and company policy.
b.     Newly recruited staff from outside Kuwait will only be offered School accommodation. 
        Housing allowance will be offered at the end of the two-year contract.
c.     Employee who is not renewing the contracts for the next academic year will not be 
        entitled to housing allowance / accommodation (CFA) for the months of July and August.
d.     End of service indemnity will not include the housing allowance.
e.     Employee that opts for “Housing Allowance" and signs a contract with any landlord, all 
        the terms of the contract will be his/her own responsibility and the company bears no 
        liability of such agreement.
f.      Employees using CFA are required to maintain cleanliness of the place and use the 
        provided facilities/ furniture with care.
g.     Employees should not remove the furniture or any company owned property outside 
        and must be careful of the property at all times. 
h.     All staff must submit the accommodation keys while travelling out of Kuwait.
i.      CFA is Wi-Fi enabled and has satellite connection for TV.
j.       Terms agreed with the employee related to CFA /allowance cannot be changed before 
        the end of the contract period.
k.     No pets are allowed in company provided accommodation.

Transportation
Shared transportation is provided to and from school, given employee resides in company 
accommodation.

Other Conditions
All expenses incurred to transfer an employee to Kuwait will be recovered from the employee 
in the event the employee terminates the contract within the initial 1 year of employment that 
includes:
a.     Charges for all the formalities required for processing visa, work permit and license.
b.     Travel expenses including air tickets for self and family (if applicable as per the employment 
         contract). 
c.     Reimbursements up to KD 200 for immigration related expenses 
d.     Any loans / advances paid under exceptional conditions approved by management.

Terms of Employment



17.8.1  Overseas Staff Contracts and Benefits (Continued)

17.8.2  Benefits Applicable to all staff

18  WORK SCHEDULE AND ATTENDANCE

Private Medical Insurance

All employees hired on an overseas employment contract are entitled for private medical 
insurance effective from the month of September 2018. The medical insurance is valid for 
one year and coverage does not include family or any dependent of the employee. The 
details of the insurance scheme are shared by the HR Dept., for employees’ reference at the 
beginning of the academic year (August).

Terms of Employment

Tuition Fee Discount
As a part of the employee welfare initiatives, school provides its employees with non-monetary 
benefits that creates an environment of care and well-being in form of discounted tuition fee for 
the dependent children (own or legally adopted) of staff registered with Northwest. This benefit 
is provided as per the company policy. For details staff may contact registration department.

Working days:
All staff work for 5 days a week starting Sunday to Thursday with weekly off on Friday and Saturday. 
School management reserves the right to instruct staff to work extra hours after school working 
hours or on a Saturday as per the operational requirement of the school. Management doesn’t have 
any liability for paying overtime or making extra payment over and above the monthly salary for 
such additional hours or working Saturdays. Staff not adhering to such instructions is subject to 
disciplinary action as per local Labor Law.

20

School Timing:

School Timing for Online Teaching 

KG Department  Elementary Department and 
Middle/High School  

Operations and Support  Staff  

From  To  From  To  From  To  
06:50 AM  2:10  PM  6:50  AM  02:50  PM  06:45 AM  03:00 PM  

 

KG and Elementary 
Department 

 Middle and High School  
Department  

HR, Operations and Support Staff  
(as per scheduled shift)  

From  To  From  To  From  To  
9:00 AM  5:00 PM  7:30 AM  3:30 AM  7:00 AM  5:00 PM  
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18  WORK SCHEDULE AND ATTENDANCE (Continued)
Academic Staff additional responsibility:

All faculty members are responsible for the student’s health and safety throughout the day. 
The Principal/ Vice Principal will roster supervision duties for all staff to ensure that the health 
and safety policy is implemented. The duties may be assigned before, during or after official 
working hours.
Teachers who wish to work beyond their official workday hours should inform their principals so 
that the Operations Dept. is informed and the security guards are aware of any staff present on 
campus. 
Ramadan Timing
The school reduces the working hours for all staff during the month of Ramadan.
Attendance & Punctuality
Punctuality and regular attendance is expected of all employees.
Frequent late arrival to school, and unauthorized absences from duty will be treated as a sign 
of poor commitment and discipline on the part of employees. These employees will be subject 
to disciplinary action as per Policy.

Staff must contact the section Vice Principal/ Principal in advance if they are to be late or 
absent from school. Please keep on hand the home or mobile phone number of your Vice 
Principal/ Principal and the school numbers. Advance notice allows the Vice Principal/ Principal 
to find a replacement.
basis.

WORK SCHEDULE AND ATTENDANCE

Sign In / Swipe Out
The fingerprint machine is used to record daily attendance and is utilized as the basis for 
computing monthly salary. In case an employee misses signing in at arrival or signing out 
while leaving the school, the employee’s supervisor will be required to verify his/her claim of 
attending work determining the exact time of his arrival or leaving, by the following working 
day. In addition, employee will be subject to disciplinary action as per School Policy.



19  LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS
Paid Vacations and Annual Leaves.

In accordance with the Government of Kuwait, Northwest Bilingual School allocates the 
following statutory vacations.
a.     Winter Break:
         As per government of Kuwait, operations, support/admin staff is not entitled for this break.
b.    Spring Break:
        As per the annual school calendar, operations, support/admin staff is not entitled for this 
        break. 
c.     Summer Holiday:
        All school personnel are entitled to this break as per the academic calendar. The 
       administration categorizes the staff for granting annual leave/ summer holiday for the 
       smooth operations of the school as specified in school calendar.
d.    Public holidays are granted according to Article 68 of the Kuwait Labor Law in the 
       Private Sector as mentioned below:

Applicable Conditions for Public Holidays
a.     The management may shift some of the holidays to operationally convenient days in accor dance
        with the official proclamation of the State authorities in this regard.
b.     Staff who fail to resume work on the last or first working day (before & after) a public holiday, 
         weekend or any other official holiday, they will be marked absent for the full holiday period.

LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS

 

Sr. No. Event  No. of days 

1 Hijra New Year (1st day of Muharram) 1 Day 
2 Isra’ and Mi’raj day 1 Day 
3 Eid Al Fitr (First 3 days of Shawwal) 3 Days 
4 Waqfat Arafat 1 Day 
5 Eid Al-Adha  3 Days 
6 Prophet’s Birthday (Al-Mawlid Al-Nabawi) 1 Day 
7 National Day (25th February)  1 Day 
8 Liberation Day (26th February) 1 Day 
9 New Year (1st January) 1 Day 
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19  LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS (Continued)
Leave Application and Approval process

1.     All leave (unpaid/maternity/medical/hajj/annual leave) request must be made in writing 
         in the leave application form to the supervisor /manager/principal/for necessary approval.
2.     Approved leave requests are forwarded to school superintendent for final approval.
3.     All approved leaves are submitted to operations for sharing the necessary records to 
        HR dept. on a monthly basis.
4.     Employee requiring emergency/ compassionate leave shall also submit the leave form 
        upon their return to work.
Sick Leave
Staff unable to attend work due to illness must inform their supervisor in advance. 
Failure to notify the superior in advance may result in disciplinary action. Sick leave may 
not be used for any other purpose. The superior has the right to judge the authenticity of 
the information and documents provided to approve / disapprove a sick leave.
The HR Department keeps a record of all absences for the purpose of calculation monthly 
salary and deductions as appropriate which is made in the following month.
Process for taking sick leave:
a.     An employee who is sick and is not able to fulfill work duties must complete the leave 
        form available with operations /principal’s office for taking leave.
b.     Medical reports/form for obtaining sick leave must be stamped by the treating physician 
        and clinic/hospital administration office. In the absence of any of the stamps sick leave 
        will not be approved.
c.     Secretary Department are responsible for receiving the medical certificate / sick leave 
        form on the first day employee resumes work and shall disapprove if it is submitted on 
        a later date.
d.     Sick leave may not be used for any other purpose. The superior/manager/ principal has 
         the right to judge the authenticity of the information and documents provided to approve 
        / disapprove a sick leave. 
e.     Staff who is unable to attend work due to illness must inform their supervisor /manager/ 
        principal in advance. Failure to notify the supervisor in advance may result in disciplinary 
        action.

23
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19  LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS (Continued)
Process for taking sick leave ( Continued)

f.      Medical certificates issued outside Kuwait will be considered for the purpose of sick 
        leave only if they are validated at the Kuwait Embassy in the appropriate country of 
        treatment. 
g.      An employee reporting to work later than 7 days without informing the supervisor/manager/ 
         principal/ HR, either as a result of illness or some other cause, is subject to termination 
         without benefits.
h.      An employee is not entitled to any sick leave during the summer holiday, winter and 
        spring break. If an employee returns late due to sickness, this will be taken as leave 
          without pay. Payment of salary is calculated from the first day an employee's resumes 
        work. 
i.       If a sick leave period covers days from Thursday to Sunday, Friday and Saturday are 
         also counted as sick days.
Number of Sick Leaves for Admin/Support Staff:
The Labor Law in Kuwait allows 15 calendar days paid sick leave in a year. Sick leave cannot be 
accumulated/ carried forward to the following year. If a sick period covers days from Thursday to 
Sunday, Friday and Saturday is also included in the total number of sick days. Payment of sick 
leave is calculated as following:

LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS

No. of Days Extent of Paid Leave 
15 days in a year Full Salary 

Next 10 days ¾ Salary 
Next 10 days ½ Salary 
Next 10 days ¼ Salary 
Next 30 days Without Pay 

 

No. of Days Extent of Paid Leave 
8 days in a year Full Salary 

Next 10 days ¾ Salary 
Next 10 days ½ Salary 
Next 10 days ¼ Salary 
Next 30 days Without Pay 

 

Number of Sick Leaves for Academic/Teaching Staff:
taking sick leave must be followed as mentioned above.  When requesting personal leave, a 
sick leave form or doctor’s approval is not required, however, the personal leave form must be 
submitted 24 hours in advance to the supervisor/line manager. This is to ensure that workloads 
are covered accordingly. 
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19  LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS (Continued)
Health Condition of the Staff

An employee, who takes sick leave on a regular basis over a period of time, should be subject 
to a thorough medical examination to determine his / her health condition. If the staff’s health 
condition does not permit him/her to perform his/her duties, then suitable action should be 
initiated in accordance with management advice.
Repatriation due to Illness
All claims for repatriation due to illness must be in accordance with Article 69 of the Kuwait 
Labor Law.
Compassionate Leave
The school allows 3 calendar days paid compassionate leave for the staff in the event of death 
of a relative in an employee’s immediate or extended family according to Article 77 of the 
Kuwait labor law.
In the unfortunate event of death of a family member of an employee in or outside Kuwait, 
leave of absence shall be granted to the employee on compassionate grounds as follows

−     In case of the death of the husband of a female employee, she will be entitled to paid leave 
       for 21calender days.
−     A Muslim female employee will be entitled to 4 months and 10 days iddat leave from the 
       date of death.  
The term ‘Immediate Family’ includes only:   
i. Spouse
ii. Father/Mother
iii. Children
iv. Brother/Sister
v. Father-in-law/Mother-in-law
The term ‘Indirect Family’ includes only:
i. Grandfather / Grandmother
ii. First cousins and nieces/nephews
iii. Paternal or maternal uncles and aunts
               

LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS

Family Member  Place of Burial  Compassionate leave  
*Immediate/ **Indirect  Kuwait 3 Calendar days  (including weekend/ any other 

holidays 
 Immediate / Extended Outside Kuwait 5 Calendar days (including weekend/ any other 

holidays 
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19  LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS (Continued)
Rules to consider

Compassionate leave in case of death outside of Kuwait is applicable only if the employee 
is travelling outside Kuwait to the place of burial and the relevant travel proof is 
submitted to HR Department.
•     Application for compassionate leave must be registered on the Leave Form and should be 
      submitted to HR.
•     Proof of death i.e. authenticated death certificate must be submitted before or immediately 
      after return from leave.
•     In case of indirect family, proof of relationship must be submitted.
Maternity Leave
Female employees are allowed to avail 70 continuous calendar days of paid leave provided that 
birth is given within this period. Leave before delivery is granted with a written statement from 
the Government Health clinic/ hospital or a private physician. Any paid or unpaid leave over and 
above 70 days’ maternity leave is subject to approval by the management and contingent upon 
operational requirements. Employee must submit a medical report along with the leave request 
prior to commencement of leave. All related medical certificates should be provided to the HR 
Dept. for documenting in the personal file of the employee.
Nursing Break
Female employees shall be given two (2) hours nursing break during official working hours for 
a period of 6 months from the date of birth of the child.  The break may not be taken at the 
beginning or end of school working hours it is according to the staff members schedule or need 
in the school. The timings must be approved by the supervisor/line manager prior to availing of 
the break.
Leave Without Pay
All other absences except public and official holidays will be registered as leave without pay 
and deducted from salary at the rate of salary divided by working days multiplied by the 
number of days absent including weekend off. This will have the effect of reducing the 
total number of working days which will be reflected proportionately in the summer 
payment deductions and end of service indemnity.

LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS
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19  LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS (Continued)

20 DRESS CODEه

Rules to consider

a.     The request for leave without pay to be made in writing with proper justification.
b.      All leaves for department Principals and direct reporties to be approved by the 
         Superintendent. For all other staff to be approved by the department Managers/Principals
c.     Employee shall cease to receive salary for the period of absence.
d.     All uninformed absences/ late arrival to work place is considered unpaid and are 
        subject to disciplinary actions as per Kuwait Labor Law.

It is the policy of Northwest Bilingual School that all staff at the school should wear appropriate 
attire according to the culture and customs of Kuwait. 

All employees are required to adhere to the school dress code while on duty in accordance to the 
expectations of the local norm, customs and culture as outlined in the Staff Handbook.

Guidelines
The following guidelines are appropriate for our school:

Women
•       Acceptable wear:
Modesty in all situations and occasion is the key

Clothing:
•       Clothing should not be sheer.
•       Skirts must be 3/4 length and have no splits. 
•       Trousers must be loose fitting and ankle length. 
•       T-shirt should have no writing, logos printed on them (slogans, messages, and characters). 
        They must be loose fitting and long enough to fall well below the hip-line.
•       Blouses should have full length or short length sleeves with moderate necklines and be 
        worn on the outside, (no cap sleeves). They must be loose fitting and long enough to fall 
        well below the hip-line.
•       Head covers if worn must comply with standards of proper hygiene and conservative colors

LEAVES AND HOLIDAYS
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20  DRESS CODE (Continued)
Shoes:

•     Footwear should be appropriate to the activity and classroom settings 
•     Sandals can be worn
•     Appropriate hosiery, socks, and comfortable but smart footwear

Hair/ Nails and Makeup:
•     Hair must be neatly groomed and maintained at all times, in accordance with proper standards 
       and hygiene
•     Long hair can be worn down, but must look presentable. 
•     Make-up can be worn but should be in moderation and conservative in colors.
•     Fingernails must be kept short and clean
•     Nail polish can be worn but conservative in colors.

Accessories:
1.     Accessories with no religious symbols on them
2.     Small earrings
3.     Wedding and graduation rings

Not Acceptable
•     Tattoos and body piercing (Tattoos must be covered and not visible to students or parents)
•     Jeans/Denim (including shirts and jackets) are not allowed while on duty except for special 
      days and when instructed by your direct supervisors
•     Shorts are not acceptable on campus during or after school hours
•     Tracksuit bottom and leggings of any type
•     Hats, baseball caps, or hair bandanas 
•     Exotic hair colors 
•     Flip-flops
•     Tank Tops
•     Mini Skirts
•     Bare feet
•     Ripped pants 

DRESS CODE
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20  DRESS CODE (Continued)
Men

Acceptable wear
Clothing:
•     Button up shirt and a tie is compulsory while on duty
•     Long or short- sleeves shirts of a conservative color and design. 
•     Tailored trousers 
•     Men can wear the traditional Kuwaiti dishdasha, but must also include the gutra and aghal. 
      Sandals are allowed with this attire.

Shoes:
•     Footwear should be appropriate to the activity and classroom settings 
•     Appropriate socks, and comfortable but smart footwear
Hair, Nails, Beard and Moustache:
•      Hair must be neatly groomed and maintained at all times, in accordance with proper 
       standards and hygiene
•      Fingernails must be kept short and clean
•      Neatly trimmed beards and moustache
•      Male employees not wearing beards and moustache must be clean shaven at all times

Not Acceptable
•     Hats, baseball caps, or beanies or bandana
•     Hair length at shoulder level
•    Tattoos and body piercing (Tattoos must be covered and not visible to students or parents)
•    Jeans/Denim is not allowed while on duty except for special days and when instructed by 
      your direct supervisors
•     Shorts are not acceptable on campus during or after school hours
•     Tracksuit bottom and leggings of any type
•     Exotic hair colors 
•     Sandals and flip-flops
•     Earrings, necklaces and bracelets (no gold)
•    Tank Tops
•    Bare feet
•    Headbands

DRESS CODE
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20  DRESS CODE (Continued)
PE Staff

Acceptable wear
During PE lessons teachers must wear loose track- suit bottoms.
•     PE teachers can wear track – suit bottoms when they are not conducting the PE lessons
•     T-shirt should have no writing, logos printed on them (Except School Logo or sponsored 
      team jerseys). 
      They must be loose fitting and long enough to fall well below the hip-line 
•     Sports Shoes
•     Caps when having outdoor lessons

Not Acceptable
•     Hats, baseball caps, or beanies 
•     Hair length at shoulder level
•    Tattoos and body piercing (Tattoos must be covered and not visible to students or parents)
•    Jeans/Denim is not allowed while on duty except for special days and when instructed by 
      your direct supervisors
•     Shorts are not acceptable on campus during or after school hours
•     Leggings of any type
•     Exotic hair colors 
•     Sandals and flip-flops
•     Earrings, necklaces and bracelets
•    Tank Tops
•    Bare feet

Operation and Admin Staff
All operations/admin staff should wear uniform provided by the school and follow the 
above guidelines.

DRESS CODE
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21  ANNUAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Performance of each employee is evaluated annually by his/her departmental head or 
direct supervisor. The assessor will make assessment of an employee’s performance. 

The purpose of the performance evaluation is to provide each employee with a fair and 
critical evaluation of his/her progress in relation to the discharge of allocated duties. Annual 
evaluation will identify areas of improvement and training needs to enhance performance. 
The staff is given opportunity for discussing their evaluation results and may connect with 
higher management authority as required.

Performance Evaluation details of Academic Staff:
The assessment of teaching quality and overall professional performance is 
the responsibility of the Principal. 

All teachers are evaluated on a continuous basis through both formal and informal methods. A 
formal observation includes a pre-observation conference to include the setting of goals and 
discussion of evaluation criteria as decided by Principals.

•     The pre-observation conference will be followed by a formal classroom visit and written 
      observation report to be given to the teachers and discussed in a post observation conference.
•     Additional observations and evaluations may be conducted for all teachers on a continuous 
      basis as needed.
•     Teachers will also be advised of all assessments of a less formal nature resulting from 
      briefer classroom visits or other observations related to effectiveness and performance.
•     All written evaluations should be signed by the teacher, and a copy returned, with or without 
      comments, to the evaluator within five working days of receiving the evaluation. Evaluations 
      not returned after five days, will be deemed accepted.
•     All evaluations will be reviewed and signed by the department Principal, and Superintendent 
      prior to being submitted to HR Department for necessary actions.
•     Renewal of contract, irrespective of tenure (1 year or 2 year closed contracts) is subject to 
      high performance and positive assessment result.

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
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22  RENEWAL OF CLOSED EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT

23  SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

23.1  RESIGNATION OR SEPARATION AT EMPLOYEE’S INITIATIVE

A closed yearly contract (i.e. fixed term) is renewed as per the annual performance appraisal of 
the staff and is decided by the school management. 

Employees who signed two year contracts shall also be evaluated at the end of each 
academic year.  If the performance is below standards, the contract for the next academic 
year shall be terminated, provided the employer informs the employee before 1st June of 
the second academic year.

Once the contract is signed between the two parties, it becomes a legal document and neither 
party can change their decision without incurring penalties according to *Article 41 of Kuwait 
Labor Law mentioned hereafter. 

Employees are required to adhere to the deadline as informed by management to return the 
offered renewed contract else it’s considered declined and HR Department accordingly recruits 
the replacement. 

Staff with open contacts is not to be covered under this section. 

Termination of Contract of Employment, whether voluntary or not, must be recommended and 
approved by the department Principal, Superintendent, and Chief Executive Officer.

Open Contract (Indefinite period): In the case of contracts without a specific duration where the 
worker is paid monthly, the notice period would be three months or otherwise stated in the 
employment contract.

Closed Contract (Fixed Term):  Termination of employment could result from completion of a 
closed contract by an employee hired for a specific period of time (particularly for academic 
staff) as specified in the employment contract.

In the event where a closed term contract is unrightfully terminated by the employee, the employ-
ee shall compensate the employer for damage provided that the amount does not exceed 
the remuneration of the worker for the remaining period of the contract, as per the Article 
47 of the Kuwait Labor Law and refund other expenses as specified in the contract. In addition, 
following will apply;

RENEWAL OF CLOSED EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
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23  SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT (Continued)
23.1  RESIGNATION OR SEPARATION AT EMPLOYEE’S INITIATIVE ( Continued)

Employee will forfeit excess baggage allowance, leave and indemnity if applicable. 
a. Repatriation is at his/her own expense. Employer shall have the right to deduct 100% of  
    cost of flight from final settlement.
b. Employer shall have the right to deduct the residency fees incurred by the School.
c. Housing allowance shall be deducted on a prorated basis as per the last working day. 

Procedure: 
An employee who wishes to terminate his/her employment with the school, must do so in 
writing, addressed to the employee’s immediate supervisor /Principal in accordance with 
the termination clause in his/her contract of employment and provisions of the labor law.
−    The Principal /Manager is required to send the approved copy of the resignation to 
      Superintendent's office for final approval.
−    The final approved resignation (originals) are submitted to HR/Manager for necessary 
      end of service formalities. 
−    The HR Manager is required to interview the employee to establish the reasons for 
       resignation, complete a standard Exit Interview sheet. The HR Manager shall inform the 
       Superintendent and Chief Executive Officer of the reason for separation and the information 
       shall be documented in the employees file for future reference.
−    The Exit Interview shall capture reasons for the employees intended departure, last 
      working day, and suggestions for improvement, if any.

Notice Period:
In the event where the employee initiating the termination of contract does not wish to abide 
by the notice period as specified in the contract, the employer must be compensated for 
the shortfall equal to the remuneration of the employee for the short notice.

The school however, reserves the right to either waive the notice period or accept/give pay in 
lieu of notice period depending on the circumstances. In such cases the date of termination 
will be the last working day of the employee.
The rule of notice period is not applicable for closed contracts as all closed contract 
end only on the last date of contract agreed between the school and the employee 
with applicable terms and conditions as specified in the contract.   Notice period is 
not required by an employee if he/she is under probation period as specified in the 
employment contract.

SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
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23  SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT (Continued)
23.2  SEPARATION AT THE SCHOOL’S INITIATIVE

In the event where the notification of termination is issued by the school, the employee 
would be granted absence of one day or 8 hours per week for a maximum of three months, 
paid and counted within the period of service, to search for another job. However, the 
employee must notify such absence at least one day in advance.

Termination due to disqualification by Ministry of Education
In addition to the applicable conditions as per article 41 of Kuwait Labor given in the 
handbook for termination of services   an employee’s contract may be terminated in the 
event of failure of the staff member to qualify with the Ministry of Education's approval 
for residency transfer/ a valid visa or permission to work and reside in Kuwait. 

Termination under Probation
The performance of all new employees during the probation period is closely monitored, 
and they are given every assistance and encouragement to enable them to successfully 
complete the probationary period.

Where it appears that an employee will not prove satisfactory or does not have the aptitude 
to perform, the employing department is required to retain written record of incidences of 
the employee’s performance, and clearly indicate the nature of his/her shortcomings. 

Where the reasons of non-performance are linked to adjustment with the environment, the 
Manager has to counsel the employee or refer to HR Department. However, if the reasons 
for non-performance are due to lack of competence, the employee’s immediate supervisor 
has to maintain a complete record of the assignments given and evidence of incompetence. 

In case of non-suitability, the /department head /Principal must decide at least two weeks 
before the completion of the probationary period and refer the case to the Superintendent 
and HR Manager for appropriate action.

Termination during probation period requires no notice. 

Termination on Disciplinary Grounds

All necessary records such as incident reports, investigation results, warnings letters 
(verbal / written) with date, time, sequence number and signature of the employee issued 
such letters, must be maintained by principal/ superintendent for appropriate decisions and 
actions.

SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
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23  SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT (Continued)
23.2  SEPARATION AT THE SCHOOL’S INITIATIVE ( Continued)

The Superintendent and Principals are required to take disciplinary actions in line with table 
of penalties as per law no. 6/2010 governing private sector and inform HR department 
accordingly. 

Termination for disciplinary reasons must be in accordance with the terms defined in 
*Section 3, Article 41, part b of the Kuwait Labor Law, which states:

1.     If he has been found guilty of   a crime that relates to honor, trust or morals.
2.     If he committed an act against public morals at the work site.
3.     If he assaulted one of his colleagues or employer or his deputy during work or for a 
        reason thereof;
4.      If he breached any of the obligations imposed on him by the contract and the provisions 
        of this law.
5.     If he is found to have repeatedly violated instructions of the employer. 

In this case the decision of termination /dismissal does not mean depriving the worker from 
end of service benefit.

Immediate Termination 

The circumstances justifying summary dismissal and procedures to be followed are 
set out in *Section 3, Article 41, part of the Kuwait Labor, which states:
The employer may terminate the services of a worker without notice, compensation 
or benefit in the event where the worker has committed any of the following acts;

1.     If the worker committed a mistake that resulted in large loss for the employer.

2.     If it is established that the worker obtained the work through cheating or fraud.

3.     If the worker reveals secrets of the establishment which caused or would have caused 
        real losses. 

Termination for Prolonged Sickness
When an employee has exhausted all his/her Sick Leave as permitted under the Kuwait 
Labor Law and continues to absent himself/herself from work for a prolonged period in 
excess of two and half months, his/her case must be referred to Superintendent and HR 
Manager to consider action plan to handle the case.

SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT
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SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

23  SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT (Continued)
23.2  SEPARATION AT THE SCHOOL’S INITIATIVE ( Continued)

Article 49 of the Kuwait Labor Law provides for the termination of work contract in the event 
the employee is proven incapable of performing his/her work, or due to a sickness that uses 
up all the sick leave entitlements as evidenced by a medical report approved by competent 
official medical bodies.

Termination upon Death of an Employee

The work contract is terminated by the death of an employee which must be reported to HR 
Department as soon as possible. HR Department must inform the relatives of the employee 
and make arrangements in liaison with the concerned authorities for such matters as the 
burial, repatriation of the body etc. as required for an overseas recruited employee.

HR Dept. shall make the necessary arrangements for termination of services with effect 
from the date of death.

Termination of Closed Contract – 1 year

In the event where a closed term contract (1 year) is terminated by the school before the 
end date the employer shall compensate the employee for damage provided that the 
amount does not exceed the remuneration of the employee for the remaining period of 
the contract, as per the Article 47 of the Kuwait Labor Law or otherwise mutually agreed. 

Termination of Closed Contract – 2 years

A. In the event an employee terminates the contract following conditions will apply:
1.     

2.

If the employee informs to terminate the Two Year contract after the probation period, 
during the first year, he/she shall compensate the employer for damage which shall 
include the recruitment, visa and residency cost as applicable, provided that the 
amount of the compensation does not exceed the remuneration of the employee for 
the remaining period of the 1st year of contract.

If the employee informs to terminate the second year contract and agrees to com-
plete the first year of the contract only before 1st June of the first contractual year, 
he/she will forfeit the indemnity and all other benefits of the second year and shall only 
be paid benefits and indemnity for the 1st year.



23  SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT (Continued)
23.2  SEPARATION AT THE SCHOOL’S INITIATIVE ( Continued)

24  END OF SERVICE FORMALITIES
24.1  Exit Clearance
The Superintendent in coordination with HR dept. arranges the end of year check out 
procedure for returning and non-returning staff and informs the principals /VPs accordingly.  
Principals share the End of Year Release Form, End of Year IT checklist and Exit Clearance form 
to the staff with necessary information to complete the required formalities.

Staff members residing in company provided accommodation are required to collect the School 
Housing Checkout List from the Operations Dept. and follow the instructions as needed. 

Any damage caused to the school property/ facilities and accommodation due to negligence are 
recorded in the end of year checklist and accordingly necessary recoveries are made from the 
final payable settlement.  
All leaving and returning staff must comply with the exit formalities as directed for receiving the full 
and final settlement related to compensation and benefits. 

3.     

B.    In the event the employer terminates the contract for any other reason, the 
        following conditions will apply:

1.

2.

3.

If the employee informs to terminate the second year contract and agrees to complete 
the first year of the contract only after 1st June of the first contractual year, he/she will 
forfeit the indemnity and all other benefits for the entire period of the contract and the 
necessary recovered shall be made from the final settlement.

If the employer informs to terminate the Two Year contract after the probation period, 
employer shall compensate the employee for damage, provided that the amount of 
the compensation does not exceed the remuneration of the employee for the remain-
ing period of the first year of contract.

If the employer terminates the second year contract and agrees to complete the first 
year of contract only, before 1st June of the first contractual year the employee shall 
be entitled only for indemnity for the 1st year and the salary till the last working day 
(31st August of the 1st contractual year).

If the employer informs to terminate the second year contract and agrees to complete the 
first year of the contract only, after 1st June of the first contractual year, the employee 
shall receive the indemnity for entire period of the contract (two years’ indemnity).
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SEPARATION OF SERVICE/TERMINATION OF CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT

Number of Sick Leaves for Academic/Teaching Staff:
taking sick leave must be followed as mentioned above.  When requesting personal leave, a 
sick leave form or doctor’s approval is not required, however, the personal leave form must be 
submitted 24 hours in advance to the supervisor/line manager. This is to ensure that workloads 
are covered accordingly. 
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24  END OF SERVICE FORMALITIES ( Continued)
24.2  Residency Cancellation

This is a mandatory requirement under law. Residency cancellation is effective at end of the 
employment period and the member of staff concerned must leave the country within one 
month of cancellation. Ministry office records the last date of departure in the passport. 
During this period passports will be retained by the company for closure purposes only. Staff 
can be assured that they can obtain their passport if necessary.
Following cancellation of residency, staff must travel by the carrier chosen by the company 
and on the date specified. Staff cannot elect to travel on a different carrier, from a different 
point of embarkation or on a date different to that specified by the company.
The company shall cancel the residency and direct the overseas staff members who resign 
during probation period or during first year of their employment to exit the country as 
soon as the residency is cancelled.

24.3  Repatriation
In the event that a member of staff requires repatriation during the contractual period, the company 
will arrange for cancellation of residency and book the air passage to the appropriate place. This 
is because an air ticket must be submitted with the passport and residency cancellation papers 
before the residency can be cancelled. Any excess air ticket cost over and above the approved 
allowance shall be deducted from the final settlement.

24.4  Annual Leave Settlement
Annual Summer Leave salary settlement for returning teachers normally takes place shortly before 
departure for leave.  For teachers leaving the employment of school, settlement is usually a day 
prior to their departure.

24.5  End of Service Settlement
Finance dept. will release the end of service settlement after they have received clearance 
from the HR Department.

END OF SERVICE FORMALITIES

All the settlement due will be held by the company until residency is cancelled.  
The sum of KD 250 will be held by the company until the school /accommodation inventory 
has been checked and the flat keys are returned.
The baggage allowance will be held by the company, and paid after receiving exit clearance forms.
All non-returning staff requiring cancellation of residency are paid summer salaries for the 
months of June, July and August in full along with end of service settlement as applicable.
All non-returning staff requiring transfer of residency to another local employer are paid 
summer salaries for the month of June, July only and the August salary is paid by end of the 
month.  The end of service settlement for such staff is made after the transfer is done.

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.
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If the contract is made for a fixed period, and either of the two parties terminates it, 
the party terminating the contract shall compensate the other for any loss incurred.  
If such a termination is made by the employer or employee, for reasons other than 
those stipulated, the employer/employee shall pay compensation for any loss 
incurred. The amount of compensation shall not exceed a wage balance equivalent 
to the unexpired period of contract.  

A fifteen-day-salary for every one year service of the first five years, and a month’s 
salary for every one year service for the following years, provided that the total 
indemnity shall not exceed 18 months' salary.
Staff member who has received the end of contract indemnity must sign a letter releasing 
the company from further liability arising out of that particular contract.

a.

a.

b.

END OF SERVICE FORMALITIES

24  END OF SERVICE FORMALITIES ( Continued)
24.6  End of Service Indemnity

End of service indemnity is paid according to Articles 47 and 51 of the Kuwait Labor Law in 
the Private Sector, and it will be paid at the end of service in consideration of employee’s 
actual (full years) of service without violating the conditions of the contract. The Articles are 
reproduced below for reference: 
Article 47

Article 51

25  GENERAL INFORMATION RELATING TO WORK AT SCHOOL
Requirement of Confidentiality
Article 41 (I) of the Kuwait Labor Law, imposes an unrestricted obligation on employees in the 
Private Sector to maintain complete and total confidentiality regarding their place of employment. 
Employee who repeatedly violates this obligation by disclosing information concerning their work 
place can be summarily dismissed with loss of all benefits.

Company’s rights to retain passports
Passports may be retained by the company’s HR Dept. for a length of time due to various official 
reasons. We request all staff to kindly cooperate with requests for your passport from officers of 
the company designated for this purpose.

Civil Identity Cards
Civil identity cards are issued to all foreigners who have a residency permit to live and work in 
Kuwait. The company will assist members of staff to acquire a Civil ID.

Bank Loans
The company maintains a strict policy on bank loans, and will not guarantee loans or issue letters 
guaranteeing loans for any its staff.
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Penalty and deduction of salary for each day of absence.
In the case of the refusal of the offender to sign a warning, indication of refusal is 
signed by two colleagues and the penalty is doubled.
Only one penalty at a time may be imposed for any one offence.
No penalty may be imposed more than 15 days after committing the offence or on 
the date of the payment of salary.
A second offence committed more than 3 months after a similar offence shall be 
deemed to be a first offence.
Except for offences where the penalty is dismissal, the offender is dismissed if the 
number of written warnings is three in three months.
These are the maximum penalties and may be reduced by the administration.
This list of penalties is an inseparable part of the contract between the two parties.
All proceeds from these penalties should be set aside to be spent on social activities 
of the school under the supervision of the Ministry of Social Affairs.

(a)
(b)

(c) 
(d) 

(e)
 
(f)
 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 

GENERAL INFORMATION RELATING TO WORK AT SCHOOL

25  GENERAL INFORMATION RELATING TO WORK AT SCHOOL ( Continued)

Insurance
All staff members are covered under the Workmen Compensation Act of Kuwait Labor Law pertain-
ing to employees in the   Private Sector. 

Driving License
Procedures for acquiring a driving license are available with the Administration Department. 
Applications for a license must be enclosed with a letter from the company written in the Arabic 
language. Driving licenses can only be obtained after you get your residency and Civil ID.

Salary Certification
A letter certifying employment and salary may be required with your application for driving 
license, telephone, purchase of car, etc. As this document is often needed in Arabic, the HR 
Office will issue it upon request.

26  STAFF DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
The schedule of penalties and disciplinary actions, for the administrative and teaching staff in the 
private institution according to Kuwait Labor Law No 38 in the private sector, is mentioned below. 
The List of Penalties for disciplinary actions are available in Operations Office for reference of all 
staff and can also be found in the staff room. 

Ministry regulations for methods of implementation

The above schedule of penalties is part of the company’s actionable offences registered with the 
Ministry of Education and this is in addition to Article 55 of the Kuwait Labor Law in the Private Sector.
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Verbal warning from the Vice Principal / Principal/ Manager concerned. 

Formal written warning: The repetition of a failure to meet standards or continuous misconduct 
will justify a formal written warning from the Vice Principal/ Principal/Manager. A copy of this 
warning will be signed by the staff member and placed in his/her file. 

Final warning: If, despite these warnings, the employee continues in the misconduct or 
failure to meet standards, the Superintendent will give the employee a final written warning 
duly signed and approved by Chief Executive Officer and necessary disciplinary actions 
will be taken accordingly.

The warning will be signed by the staff member and placed in his/her file. 

Suspension: The Superintendent reserves the right to recommend suspension of the 
staff, which requires final approval by Director of School Operations

−

−

−

−

−

26  STAFF DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE ( Continued)

Internal School Processes

27  SMOKING POLICY
Northwest is a non-smoking and tobacco-free facility. Smoking is not permitted on or off campus 
within view of the students. Smoking anywhere on campus will result in disciplinary action.  

28  OVERSEAS EMPLOYEE REFERRAL POLICY
It is the policy of Alwazzan Educational Services Company (parent company of Northwest 
Bilingual School) to encourage employees to refer well trained, experienced and qualified 
candidates from western countries (UK, USA, Canada, Australia, Ireland, New Zealand and 
South Africa) for nominated vacancies within Northwest Bilingual School. The Company will 
reward employees who refer candidates that are hired and satisfactorily complete the probationary 
period.  For more details, please contact the HR Department.

29  IT USAGE 
Northwest Staff are required to follow the IT Usage Policy for using the computer system provided 
for work at school.  The term computer system includes hardware, software, data, communication 
lines and devices, terminals, WIFI access, printers, media devices, tape drives, servers, and 
personal computers, the Internet and any other internal or external network. 

All Staff are required to sign the acceptable computer system use agreement provided by HR dept. 
upon joining, before using the school’s computer system. The failure of any teacher or administrator to 
follow the terms of the agreement, the policy or accompanying regulation may result in loss of computer 
system privileges, disciplinary action, and/or appropriate legal action. For policy details and acceptable 
computer system use agreement please refer to annexure 4 and 5 of the handbook 

STAFF DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
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During the pendency of the grievance procedure and until a final decision is reached, 
all proceedings shall be private and no disposition shall be made without consent of 
both parties.
Any staff member may, at the mutual satisfaction of both parties, have a grievance 
resolved without engaging in the above formal procedure (Level I-III).
There shall be no reprisals of any kind by the administration or staff taken against 
any party of interest or any other participant in the procedural grievance process.
All documents, communication and records dealing with the grievance shall be filed 
separately. 

−

−

−

−

30  NORTHWEST PERSONAL COMPLAINT/GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
Northwest maintains a grievance procedure that protects the rights of all employees. A “grievance” 
is de�ned as a written statement made by a sta� member indicating that a controversy, dispute or 
disagreement exists arising out of interpretation of or application of the recognized and written policies 
and procedures of Northwest Bilingual School or any other work issues hindering the performance of an 
employee as a result of inter personal relationship at the workplace.

The primary purpose of this procedural process is to secure the lowest level possible, equitable solutions to 
the problems of the aggrieved party. The School leadership team consists of (Superintendent, Principal, Vice 
Principals and HR Manager which is responsible for the execution of the grievance handling procedure.

Level I
A sta� member must submit the grievance in writing citing the concerns that he/she is facing to their 
immediate supervisor/manager.  The supervisor/line manager must make the decision known to the 
grievant in writing within �ve working days of receipt of the grievance.  If the grievance is not resolved at 
this level the grievance shall be referred in writing to the next highest authority (Superintendent) within 
�ve days.

Level II.
Within �ve days of receiving the written grievance the Superintendent shall inform the grievant of the 
decision in writing. If the grievance is not resolved at this level the sta� member may appeal to the HR 
Manager for a �nal decision.

Level III.
The HR Manager, within �ve days of receiving the written grievance must inform the grievant in 
writing. If the grievance is not resolved at this level the sta� member may appeal to the Board of 
Trustees. Who shall meet to hear both sides of the grievance. Within two working days of the hearing 
the Board of Trustees will render, in writing, a decision on the grievance.

Rules to follow:

NORTHWEST PERSONAL COMPLAINT/GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
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Teachers are not allowed to tutor students on campus.
Faculty must not tutor their own class students, their students’ siblings, or those of their 
spouses. 
Faculty may not begin tutoring until the official end of their workday.

−

−

−

RESTRICTIONS AND CODE OF CONDUCT

31  RESTRICTIONS AND CODE OF CONDUCT
Members of sta� are advised that, Kuwait being a conservative orthodox Muslim country, all religious 
and political discussion of any nature whatsoever with students is strictly prohibited. It is recommended 
that sta� take careful note of this restriction. Violation will be construed a penal o�ence. Please see text 
of relevant law reproduced below:

ARTICLE 23 OF LAW NUMBER 3 OF THE YEAR 1961
“Disparagement of Almighty Allah, the Prophets or the companions of the Prophets is prohibited whether 
by protesting, challenging, mockery, and vili�cation or by any other means of expression as provided for 
in Article 29 of Law Number 30 of 1970, amending certain provisions of the Penal Code Number 16 of 1960.

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF

Professional Development
Professional development includes local and overseas conferences and workshops as well as university 
coursework (summer, online, local). Northwest encourages and supports each of these within the 
limits of its budget and speci�c needs and priorities. 

The principals and vice principals work together with the superintendent, professional development 
and curriculum coordinator to manage the professional development budget in the greatest interest 
of the total school program, as well as to inspire Northwest teachers to continue to grow professionally. 

We have made great use of local expertise. Our teachers have delivered in-house training to their 
peers in Arabic and English, technology, art, and various teaching techniques. Sta� is invited to 
inform their Vice Principals and the Curriculum Coordinator, early in the year, of their willingness to 
conduct workshops for their colleagues. 

Private Tutoring
The �rst priority of Northwest teachers is ful�lling their obligation to the students and to the school. 
Tutoring must not interfere with their class preparation and performance.  Teachers engaging in 
private tutoring must understand to comply with following school rules concerning the subject:

Gifts from Students
Gifts from parents or students are only allowed within reasonable norms like cards, �owers, candies, 
etc. Expensive gifts such as watches, �ight tickets, gold ornaments, etc., should not be accepted. The 
only exception would be farewell appreciation gifts for departing sta� members. 
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Food will only be used if there is no other suitable alternative. 
Remind students that food is being used only for teaching purposes. 
Avoid throwing away food if it can be reused. 
It shall not be used in a way which shows carelessness and disrespect for food. 

−
−
−
−

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)

Telephone Use
Teachers are not to use the phone during class time and are required to turn their cellular phone o� 
while teaching. There are a limited number of lines out from campus, so sta� is requested to keep 
personal calls to a minimum so as not to tie up the lines and make optimum use of their working hours.

After School Use of Facilities by Staff Children
Use of the playground and �elds by sta� children after school is not permitted. Sta� children are to go to 
their parent’s room immediately after school. This rule is imposed for the safety of all children at the school. 

Photocopying and Binding Procedures
Photocopying and binding are done by the Copy Clerk who requires a minimum 24-hour notice. Planning 
ahead can alleviate problems and ensure that copies are available on time. Binding or photocopying of 
more than 25 copies requires a principal’s signature. Speci�c photocopying guidelines are established by 
the principal for department; please refer to them for additional instructions. 

Inventory and Care of Classroom Materials 

Textbook
Teachers collect the text materials they need from the school Operations Department. Teachers are 
requested to keep careful records of the textbook number assigned to each student and to ensure that 
students return the books originally checked out to them. Teachers are responsible for all textbooks and 
materials in their classroom, including the classroom library and other supplies and resources. 

Professional Materials, Videos and other Resources
These materials can be found in a section of the library. Teachers are encouraged to use these materials to 
enhance the curriculum. When �nished with the materials, sta� should return them to the library, so they 
may be made available for others.

The Use of Food Substances in Teaching
Teaching has many methods and techniques to simplify and deliver information to the students. One of 
these techniques is the use of food substances like sugar, �our, vinegar, macaroni, and others. When using 
food for a teaching purpose, the following has to be considered: 
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The mentioned above materials has to be free from any inappropriate/obscene 
scenes. 
The mentioned above materials should not include the use of foul language. 
In the case of a teacher seeks to take the students to watch a movie outside the 
school building, he/she has to consider the following: 
a.  To make sure that the movie is for an educational purpose. 
b.  It is difficult to show this movie at school. 
c.  To take school approval. 
d.  To take parents’ permission. 
e.  To follow the school policy regarding field trips.

−

−
−

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)

The Use of Games
Educational games are considered one of the important supplementary materials in teaching. The school 
encourages the use of such educational games that academically develop the students’ thinking skills. 
These games should be performed under the teacher’s supervision. It shall not con�ict with the Islamic 
values (i.e. betting and gambling) when in doubt teachers should consult the Censorship Committee. 
Movies and TV Shows

When teachers use some movies or TV shows, they must make sure that these materials are for an 
educational purposes, must obtain approval from the Censorship Committee and that they are not in 
con�ict with the Islamic values and traditions. The censoring guidelines for using these materials in the 
school are: 

Assignment Books

Assignment books can be obtained from the School Store and distributed to the students at the 
beginning of each quarter.

Annual Orders
Teachers are responsible for completing an annual order of supplies and materials needed for the next 
academic year. Principals announce the deadline. A budget is allotted to various departments in order to 
complete their order. Catalogues are available with operations department. These orders should be 
revised and approved by the Principal and Superintendent. Purchase o�cer is responsible to review the 
purchase request and provide report to the school superintendent with his recommendation, price 
quotes and stock at hand records to seek approval.

Textbook Fines
Students are expected to take care of textbooks which are loaned to them and must pay a textbook �ne for 
lost or damaged books. This �ne represents the cost of repairing or replacing the textbook and is paid to 
the business o�ce.  The Teacher may assign another book to a student only after a �ne is paid.

45
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32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)

Student illness at School
There are full-time nurses on school campus at all times. Teachers must send students to the nurse, 
indicating the reason why they are being sent with a referral note. Students are not allowed to attend 
school if they have a fever, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, or pink eye (conjunctivitis). Only the school nurse 
may dispense medication to a student. Students who bring medication to school should be sent to the 
nurse, so that she may dispense the medication to the student at the appointed time. Parents are to 
complete the appropriate forms giving permission to the school to dispense medication to the student.

Medical Conditions
Teachers are given a list of students who have medical conditions. The school nurse provides special 
instructions regarding these students. Teachers must familiarize themselves with these students and 
their medical conditions. 

Cafeteria Rules

Students must be supervised in the cafeteria at all times. Students are not to be in the cafeteria unless 
attended by a teacher, classroom assistant, or caregiver.

KG & Elementary

Teachers take students to the cafeteria; they must supervise students and ensure that they clean up the 
area around them before leaving. Elementary students may not bring carbonated beverages, chocolate, 
or candy to school. 

Middle School
Teachers are assigned duties in the cafeteria and playgrounds. The elementary playground outside the 
cafeteria is restricted to Middle/High students. All MHS students should use the MHS cafeteria. 
Closed Campus

Students are not permitted to leave the campus during school hours without written permission from 
their Vice Principal, Principal, Superintendent and/or their parents. Students who need to leave the 
school must checkout directly at their respective Vice Principal/ Principal’s o�ce. No student will be 
allowed to leave the school grounds without a written permission from the administration.

Homework
Homework provides students with the opportunity to practice what they have learned in class. It is a means 
of reviewing subject matter, preparing for the next class, and reinforcing learning. 

Teachers should assign homework that is meaningful, that relates to the students’ ability levels, and that they 
are able to complete independently. All homework assignments, as well as the due date, should be written 
on the board for students to copy into their assignment books or be provided in the parent newsletter, class 
Dojo, or Edunation 
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Up to one-hour of homework in the English subject areas per night, in addition to 
general review and study. 
Grade level assignments are given as per the grade level. For instance; 10 minutes 
for a student of grade level 01, 20 minutes for grade 02 etc. 
Reading for 20 minutes per night is expected from all students from grade 1 and 
above.
Thirty minutes of homework in Arabic/Islam. 
 

−

−

−

−

Up to 1½ hours of homework for students in grade 6 and 
2 hours of homework for students in grades 7 and higher.
In grades 6/7 this time does not include time needed for daily review and study. 
Students on academic probation may have to put in more time. 

−
−
−
−

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)

Kindergarten Homework Rule: 
Age-appropriate homework is assigned to KGI and KG2 students. 

Elementary Homework Rules: 

Middle/High School Homework Rules: 

Notifying Parents of Missing Assignments: 
KG, elementary, and MHS teachers are expected to document missing homework and assignments in the 
student’s assignment book and teachers should ensure that students and parents are aware of the 
missing assignments. 

Return Signature Requested: 
Teachers must ensure that students return letters, Mid-Quarter Progress Reports and all other important 
documentation with a parent signature. If the student fails to return the documentation to school with a 
parent signature, it is the teacher’s responsibility to contact the parent by phone or meet the parent in 
person. 

KG & Elementary Newsletter
All core-subject teachers in KG and Elementary Grades 1-5 are required to prepare a weekly newsletter 
for parents and students. The newsletter highlights the new vocabulary, spelling words, concepts, etc. 
being introduced in the coming week and gives information regarding current projects, up-coming tests 
or quizzes; �eld trips, etc. The Principal or Vice Principal review the weekly newsletters before they are 
distributed to students. 

First Day Letter
Each Northwest teacher is required to prepare for parents a “First Day Letter” that contains theFollowing 
information: 
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Expectations regarding homework and behavior in the classroom. 
Explanation of grading; weight given to tests, quizzes, homework, class work, participation, 
Portfolios, etc. 

−
−

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)
First Day Letter ( Continued)

Parent – Teacher Conference
Parent-Teacher Conferences are scheduled once each semester. The dates are on the school calendar. 
Elementary, Middle, and High School students are strongly encouraged to attend the conferences with 
their parents.
Both parents and teachers may request additional conferences as required.

Suspension
Suspension is used in cases where behavior consistently deviates from accepted standards as judged by 
the administration. Students who are assigned at-home suspension must not return to school until a 
conference is held between the administration and the student, parent(s) or guardian. Work missed 
during suspension must be made up and may only receive a maximum 70% credit. Please refer to the 
Parent/Student handbook for more details related to behavioral consequences.

Students Complaints & Grievances 
Most student complaints and grievances can and must be resolved on the level at which they arise, in 
collaboration with a teacher, counselor, Vice Principal and/or Principal. In all cases, student complaints 
should be dealt with courteously and promptly. If any matter cannot be resolved at the school level, the 
Vice Principal may consult the Principal, whose decision shall be �nal, unless expulsion is involved. 
Expulsion requires a thorough investigation by the Superintendent. Expulsion can only be approved by 
the Board of Trustees.  

In managing student behavior in the classroom, teachers must always be assured of support (from the 
Vice Principal and the Principal) for responsible rules set within the framework of the overall policies 
applicable to conduct. Teachers should be aware of the Parent- School Communication Policy to handle 
interaction with parents. 

Evaluation of Student Progress
The Northwest faculty regularly evaluates student progress. This evaluation process is continuous and is based 
upon tests, quizzes, class work, homework, projects, classroom participation, punctuality, and preparedness. 

Assessment
Teachers are strongly encouraged to vary their means of assessment, in order to allow students multiple ways 
of showing what they have learned. Students should be called upon to apply their skills in authentic situations 
as often as possible. In addition to tests and quizzes, other forms of continual classroom assessment should be 
provided by the teachers.

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF
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Focusing: Be sure you have the attention of every student before you start your lesson. 
Don’t attempt to teach over the chatter of students who are not paying attention. If you 
indicate that you are willing to speak over their talking, they assume that you accept their 
inattention and that it is permissible to talk while you are presenting a lesson.
Direct Instruction: Uncertainty increases the level of excitement in the classroom. The 
technique of direct instruction is to begin each class by telling the student exactly what 
will be happening. Outline what you and the students will be doing for the class period. 
Monitoring: The key to this principle is to circulate. Get up and move around the room. 
While your students are working, make the rounds. Check on their progress. An effective 
teacher will make a pass through the whole room about two minutes after the students 
have started a written assignment. Effective teachers provide individualized instruction as 
needed. Students not on task are generally quick to get busy when they see the teacher 
approach. 
Modeling: Values are Caught, Not Taught: Teachers who are courteous, prompt, 
enthusiastic, in control, patient, and organized provide examples for their students 
through their own behavior. If you want students to keep the volume of their voices 
down, then do not raise your own voice. 
Non-Verbal Cueing: A standard item in the classroom of the fifties was the bell. Nonverbal 
cues can also be facial expressions, body posture, and hand signals. 
Environmental Control:  Students enjoy a classroom that changes periodically. Teachers 
should liven up their classrooms with posters and bulletin boards that demonstrate an 
enthusiasm for the subject they teach. 
Low Profile Intervention: Most students are sent to the Vice Principal’s office as a result of 
confrontational escalation. The teacher has called them on a lesser offense, but in the 
moments that follow, the student and the teacher find themselves in confrontational stance. 
An effective teacher takes care that the student is not rewarded for misbehavior by becoming 
the focus of attention. By moving around the room, the teacher can monitor student behavior. 
An effective teacher anticipates problems before they occur. The best approach to a misbe-
having student is an inconspicuous one where others in the classroom are not distracted. 
Teachers can keep students on task or indicate they are aware of their misbehavior by 
name-dropping. By simply dropping the student’s name into the dialogue while lecturing, a 
teacher can effectively alleviate most behavior problems before they get out of control. 

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)
Classroom Management
Shouting at, hitting, or humiliating a student in any way is not permitted. The following are some 
techniques that can be helpful in managing and controlling a classroom group: 
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Assertive Discipline: Establishing clear classroom rules, posting them, and consistently 
enforcing them can be an effective means to alleviate many behavior problems.
Assertive “I”-Message: A component of assertive discipline, these “I”-messages are 
statements that the teacher uses when confronting a student who is misbehaving. They 
are intended to be clear descriptions of what the student is supposed to do. They should 
be focused on the behavior desired not on the misbehavior. For example, “I want you to 
face the front of the class.” Or “I need you to sit still” or “I expect you to listen attentively”. 
Humanistic “I”-Messages: These “I”-messages are expressions of our feelings. They 
should be structured in three parts. First, a description of the student’s behavior: “When 
you talk while I talk…” Second, the effect this behavior has on the teacher: “… I have 
to stop my teaching….” And third, the feeling that it generates in the teacher: “…. Which 
frustrates me?” 
Positive Discipline: Use classroom rules that describe the behaviors you want rather 
than what the students must not do. 
Make Ample Use of Praise: It doesn’t have to be verbal. A nod, a smile or a “thumbs 
up” will reinforce the behavior.

−

−

−

−

−

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)

Classroom Management (Continued)

Grade Reporting:
Edunation: 
Grades are entered regularly into the Edunation grade books.  All grades entered into the system must 
be noted and the teacher must indicate the date the work was assigned as well as a description of the 
assignment. Administration needs full access to the grading books. The administration will meet review 
the grade books as needed for conferences and to check report card averages. Teachers should ensure, 
therefore, that their grade books are always kept up to date and have accurate documentation of the 
work completed by the students.

Grade Book Spreadsheets – Legalities: 
Northwest requires all teachers submit (to their Vice Principal/Principal at the end of the year) a copy of 
their grade book spreadsheet for all four quarters (or two semesters for High School) for all subjects and 
all students. Teachers should ensure they have saved their grades and/or printed them out on hard copy. 
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32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)
Grade Reports: 
Students receive a report card at the end of each of the four quarters and a progress report midway 
through each quarter. Only the quarterly report card is part of the official transcript. It is the teacher’s 
responsibility to inform parents when a student’s average falls below C-; when the student fails to 
turn in a major assignment, or is generally lax in completing assignments; or shows behavior that 
adversely affects his own performance or that of others. Teachers must inform parents either in 
writing or in a conference before giving a student a report card grade below C-. 
Northwest encourages teachers to meet with parents frequently in order for parents to monitor their 
children’s progress closely. Parents, teachers, and students can work together to implement a plan 
that will assist the student. Such may include the following:

Students who fail to show improvement in the core subject areas over the stated time or after three full 
quarters of the school year, whichever comes first, may not be allowed to re-enroll, or may be retained 
at the same grade level. Outside testing may also be required as a condition for re-enrollment. This 
action is taken in order for the student to find a more suitable academic situation with greater promise 
for success.
Overseas Education Trip
Each year in April, an overseas trip, lasting one week, is organized for students in Grade 4 and 
upwards. (Travel to Nepal, England, Scotland, France etc.)  

Bene�ts of Overseas Educational Trips:
The student is able to: 
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−
−

−
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Update and monitor the grades. 
Uses of a daily or weekly tracking sheet, found in Communication & Homework Diary, so 
that parents are provided information about their child’s behavior and academic progress on 
a continuous basis. 
Regularly scheduled parent/teacher conferences. 
School assistance in the establishment of more effective routines at home so as to improve 
work and study habits. 

−

−
−

−

Further their knowledge and understanding of geographical, historical and social differences 
in our world.
Gain a greater insight into national, cultural, and linguistic diversity.
Develop an awareness and understanding of their rights and responsibilities as citizens of a 
global community.
Enhance their interpersonal skills to become tolerant, understanding, courteous and curious 
individuals who mix easily with people from different cultural and linguistic backgrounds.
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32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)

Bene�ts of Overseas Educational Trips ( Continued) 

Trip Opportunities:

The Planning & Preparation
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−

−
−

Conduct himself / herself in a sensible, mature manner, and recognize his/her role as respon-
sible and reliable individual within a group situation.
Take responsibility for his / her own actions.
Express his / her ideas, feelings and opinions and make an important contribution to the 
smooth running of the trip.

−

−

−

−

−

−

−
−

−
−

School trips abroad incorporate learning skills far beyond those taught in the classroom, in 
an organized, chaperoned environment.
The students have the opportunity to engage directly with a language and a culture that are 
different to those of their own.
The students are able to enhance their English skills during visits to countries where English 
is the language of communication.
The overseas program promotes teamwork and a sense of responsibility towards the 
well-being of others.
Students develop their skills in self-reliance, having the chance to manage themselves in 
terms of preparedness for various tasks.
Each student is challenged both mentally and physically, by undertaking activities he/she has 
not experienced before, therefore pushing the boundaries of the individual’s comfort zone.
Success and achievement are celebrated to promote self-confidence and pride.
In addition to physical challenges, problem-solving tasks develop mental agility and 
mutual cooperation.
The individual student identifies with the team and recognizes his/her place and function 
within that team, as a key member with a valued contribution to make.
The students develop their awareness of the needs of others and begin to empathize.

−
−
−

−

−
−
−

Planning of the trip begins 11 months in advance.
Parents are kept fully informed, via newsletter and meetings, during the organizational phase.
Parents are made aware, in writing, that the deposit and the subsequent staged payments 
(installments) are non-refundable.
The cost to the parents is all-inclusive, with the exception of pocket money, visa fees and 
travel insurance.
Eligible students are those in Grades 4 and upwards.
A minimum of two staff members accompanies each trip.
The trip takes place during the official April (Spring Break) school holiday.
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The Planning & Preparation ( Continued) 

Communication with Parents
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−

−
−

−

During the development phase of the trip, a dedicated email address is provided for the 
parents as an additional two-way communication tool to respond to parental enquiries.
During the trip, daily communication is maintained with the parents via mobile phone, SMS.
Soon after the return, a meeting is organized with the parents to view the photos and videos 
(each student receives electronic copies of all the photos and videos) and to provide a 
verbal report and elicit the feedback from both the students and the parents.
Feedback (verbal and written) is obtained from the parents to aid in the planning of the next trip.

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

Parent-Teacher Conferences are arranged to discuss individual student progress at the 
end of each quarter, in the week following the distribution of the written student Report Card. 
Individual student progress is tracked throughout the school year. Should a student 
show limited progress; the parents are contacted and become involved in a 
home-school partnership to bring about improvement. In addition, a qualified and 
experienced school Counselor is available to provide professional support and advice 
for students experiencing personal, social or academic difficulties.
There is no automatic right of promotion from one grade level to the next, at the end of the 
academic year. Students are expected to meet minimum standards in academic achievement.
Parents are encouraged to contact their child’s homeroom or subject specialist teacher, at any 
time during the year, with questions concerning academic, personal and social progress. 
Each student has a ‘Homework Diary’ which serves as a means of written communication 
between the teacher and the parent. The diary is checked daily by the homeroom teacher and 
the parents.
Each Thursday, a weekly curriculum newsletter for parents is prepared, which 
outlines the content of the following week’s program in English, Math, Science and Arabic. 
This is sent to all parents in both hard copy and electronic formats.
Complete Class DOJO program or any other program in practice approved by the school on 
a daily basis for parent teacher communication.
In addition to the school website, the school operates WhatsApp (98823940) for school 
announcements and Instagram (@northwest_bilingual) services for the students and 
parents. Newsletters and other information concerning school events are available on 
WhatsApp and daily photos reflecting the life of the school are uploaded daily to Instagram. 
Further details concerning parental access to these services can be obtained by contacting 
the Principal’s Secretary. The School uses Media Release Form for authorizing parents to 
the use of pictures and/or videos of their child for the School’s website, Instagram, yearbook, 
and any other media
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Meeting & Other Non-Meeting Obligations

Faculty Meetings:
Faculty is required to reserve one afternoon per week (traditionally on Tuesdays) for faculty meetings 
called by their Vice Principal. 
General Staff Meetings: 
The Superintendent calls all-staff meetings from time to time during the academic year, frequency 
and occurrence of such meetings is terminated by the Superintendent. Attendance is obligatory. 
Child Study Team Meetings: 
Faculty members are required to attend Child Study Team meetings to discuss student progress. The 
department Counselor or Administrator schedules these meetings. Parents as well as professionals 
from the community, such as psychologists and/or those who assessed the student, may also be 
present at these meetings. Staff will also be required to provide 
Arabic/Islam &Meetings: 
Arabic, Islamic and teachers meet regularly. Principals or Vice Principals may attend these meetings 
to discuss matters related to the department. 
 
All faculty/staff are required to attend open houses, parent-teacher conferences, and other 
school-wide events that occur after school hours. These may also include National Day, Carnival, 
Learning Fair, Science Fair, Sports Day, and graduation ceremonies. 
Supervision of Students   
Students may not be left unsupervised in or out of class. In addition to the general responsibility that 
teachers have for all students throughout the day, staff is given assigned duties by their Vice Principals. 
It is the responsibility of faculty members to ensure they are at their duty post on time and that they 
remain attentive and observant while on duty. Those unable to attend their duty must find their own 
replacement. 
Lesson Plans
Teachers are requested to submit their weekly lesson plans to their respective Vice Principal every 
Sunday by 8:00 a.m. Lesson plans must include a daily objective for the class as well as materials 
needed. Lesson plans must be complete and detailed enough for any substitute teacher to follow and 
teach. Vice Principals will provide their staff with specific criteria and requirements. 
Emergency Lesson Plans
All teachers are required to have emergency lesson plans on their desk and it should be well 
maintained / up-dated periodically. The emergency lesson plan must contain the following:  
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−
−
−
−
−
−
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Complete and detailed lesson plans for the week for every class they teach. 
All the necessary supplementary materials must be available. 
A copy of the Parent Newsletter for that week (KG & Elementary) 
A copy of the class schedule, seating chart, etc. 
A copy of the duty schedule with the individual teacher’s duty times highlighted. 
Class lists as well as any information regarding students with special/medical needs.

32  RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC STAFF (Continued)

Emergency Lesson Plans (Continued)
 

33  SCHOOL CONTACT INFORMATION AND IMPORTANT EMAILS

School Contact Information:

Important Emails:
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Phone No.: 24728817-24728818 

WhatsApp No.: 965-98823940 

Instagram : @northwest_bilingual 

School email: info@northwest.edu.kw 

School Website: www.northwest.edu.kw 

 

School Operations  Office : operations@northwest.edu.kw 

Superintendent Secretary : super.assistant@northwest.edu.kw 

Middle and High School Secretary : mshsadmin@northwest.edu.kw 

Elementary  Secretary : elemadmin@northwest.edu.kw 

KG Secretary:  kgadmin@northwest.edu.kw 

Registrar :  registrar@northwest.edu.kw 

Accountant : accountant@northwest.edu.kw 

Professional References /CVs erp@wazzan.edu.com 

 


